Hayes Gulch OHV Area

Motorized wheeled vehicle travel is allowed on designated routes only.

- Parking Lot
- Local Road

**Trail Type**
- 50" or less
- Single Track Trails
- Non-Motorized Trails

**Land Ownership**
- Bureau of Land Management
- Private Land
- State Land
- Forest Service

Use QR Scanner on Mobile Device to open geolocated map.

**Map Location** - [https://www.idaho.gov/nvoration/index.html](https://www.idaho.gov/nvoration/index.html)

**Continued Recreational Use Depends on the Following:**

- Be considerate of other trail users
- Use is strictly limited to signed trails only
- Unauthorized activity will result in closures
- Volunteers welcome on designated workdays

Disclaimer:
This map has been compiled using the best information available to the Idaho Department of Lands at the time of publication. The accuracy cannot be guaranteed. In situations where known accuracy and completeness is required, the user has the responsibility to verify the accuracy of data on lands outside of state lands.